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Meeting Held: Wednesday 26 May 2021, Council Chambers, Kāpiti Coast District
Council, Rimu Rd, Paraparaumu.

1. Welcome and safety briefing:  David Ogden welcomed everyone and called the
meeting to order. Claire performed a karakia and then carried out the safety briefing,
pointing out restrooms, exits etc.

Present:  David Ogden (Chair), Carol Evans, Richard Robertson, Kathy Spiers, John
Hayes, Sonya Sloan, Karyn Crocker, Tristine Tilly, (Age Concern), Kevin Burrows,
Fred Davey, Jacky Renouf, Margaret Stevenson-Wright, Bev Chappell, Maria Henry
(Minutes).

2. Apologies: Suzanne Deadman, Shirley Clarke, Jill Stansfield, Cr Martin Halliday,
Cr Bernie Randall, Helen McKernan, Bryan Miller

3. Previous Minutes – April 2021

These were taken as a true and accurate record of the meeting.  David moved and
these were carried by the group once the following amendment was made: Trevor’s
name to the list of attendees as Trevor had been present at the April meeting.

4. Matters arising from April 2021 minutes:

Fred noted the Minutes stated Engagement HQ organised by Public Voice for
feedback and asked how people access this?  Claire noted that this should be
accessible on the KCDC website with a link and Claire will put this out with the
Minutes.  Colin Feek was mentioned in the Minutes and it was asked who he was.
Kathy noted Colin Feek is the new Chair of KHAG.

5. Guest Speaker – Chris Worth, KCDC – Review of Kāpiti Coast’s Growth
Strategy

Chris shared a slideshow with the group and spoke to his presentation.  Noted that
there is estimated to be 30,000 more people living in Kāpiti in the next 30 years with
12,000 new dwellings.  Growth rate of 2.5% per annum.  Chris listed issues and
opportunities facing the district which are: housing affordability; climate change and
natural hazards; zero carbon living; Te Ao Māori and iwi aspirations; supporting
infrastructure (and the costs that come with this); connecting communities (within
and between communities); and protecting what we care about.

The question was asked: What is a growth strategy? Chris replied that a growth
strategy is the vision for how the district will grow through to 2050. It provides the
principles for growth and broadly identifies how and where the district grows.  It also
helps to guide changes to the District Plan.
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Chris asked the group for feedback on what does good growth look like?

Community connections was raised as a priority.  The built environment was noted
as being important to allow people to access services they require.  Chris noted that
growth needs to be guided rather than left to happen organically.  Connect ability –
noted the transport aspect is critical for the future.  A dialogue needs to be occurring
with the Wellington Regional Council to ensure transport needs are met. Where is
the expansion going to occur? Chris noted that the growth will be up and out and will
include intensification.  A balance of green field areas will be added around the
current urban footprint.  Waikanae North is a good indication of how this can occur.
The district growth strategy will need a plan change.  Will horticultural land be
protected?  New national policy statement on highly productive land coming out at
the end of the year which requires Council to take more account of productive land
than in the past.  Council will be looking to avoid these productive land areas.  Noted
by a committee member that natural hazards amongst other risks need to be taken
into account where land development is considered.

Fred asked how good the assumptions and base information about the numbers and
demographics in growth are.  Water supply was raised as an issue.  Chris responded
that many of these new people will be younger families but will also be across the
board.  The data is based on information from the last 20-25 years.  Yes, the number
could be higher or lower but the growth will happen.  Climate change etc –
information around this is looked at carefully and a lot of work is being carried out, for
example coastal change mapping and storm water modelling.  

Carol noted the shortage of infrastructure materials is concerning and is this taken
into consideration when planning? Chris responded that this is not specifically taken
into consideration.  Noted the Strategy is the best way of dealing with the expected
growth in the district.

The issue of disability access was raised by Kathy.  Will there be something in the
District Plan to allow for access for all if the growth is upwards?  These types of
policies and required specifications are covered by the Building Act.  Affordable
housing and the choice of housing should be for everyone.

There was a brief discussion around land use.  Kevin had seen data around growth
in Kāpiti recently and that population growth would be made up of older people
(30%) and younger families (15-16%).  This would mean older people not working
and younger people at school with only the middle demographic working and paying
rates etc.  Chris acknowledged that Kāpiti has a large population of older people who
are asset rich and cash poor and also younger families.  Where the money comes
from is an enduring issue.  Noted that infrastructure is expensive although Kāpiti’s
infrastructure is relatively new.

Age friendly needs to be a major consideration going forward for good growth.  David
stated that he believed a district wide plan including Horowhenua and the regional
plan need to be interwoven.  Health and affordability – some of these issues come
because of a lack of population in terms of funding.  Chris stated that KCDC want to
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start off with a vision of what the district looks like.  Accessibility and transport links
are important particularly in a natural disaster.
The airport was mentioned and John believes it is likely that the land the airport
occupies will, at some point, become a residential development.  A good mix of
housing is necessary in Kāpiti and we need to become more active around this.
Where is good, active, local governance going to occur? Chris noted that the District
Plan provides how development can occur across the district and levels of
intensification are set out in this document.  The Growth Strategy helps to inform
KCDC staff of where to put pipes and infrastructure going forward.  There is also a
housing plan being created by KCDC.  John noted it is financially enticing for
developers to build larger homes rather than one or two-bedroom properties.  The
free market is not delivering in this area and active local government is needed to
intervene in this area.

Richard noted that local services need to be in place in terms of health.   Chris
believed it is a chicken and egg situation with the current population of 55,000 which
would not support a hospital.  Noted that Carterton are building a new hospital.
Noted that it is central government that really make the decisions about major
infrastructure.  We need to look at the global village going forward.  Is there a
timeline in terms of the Growth Strategy?  Chris replied that the aim is to have a draft
approach to enabling growth to take out to more formal consultation prior to
Christmas. A finalised draft by the end of this year / early next year is necessary as
the Growth Strategy feeds into the District Plan which has unchangeable existing
timelines in place.

David thanked Chris for his presentation and time.  Chris left the meeting at 2.15pm.

6. CWB Advisory Group Update – Jenny Glen

Jenny absent.

7. Road Safety Advisory Group (“RSAG”) Update – Richard Robertson

Next RSAG meeting is not until early June.  One concern Richard will be taking to
the meeting is the number of elderly people taking up cycling and the accidents that
have been occurring.  Richard shared several anecdotal stories around this.  Ministry
of Transport have released a bicycle code and this needs to be advertised more.
LTA has this on their website from which you can print it off.  There was some
discussion around bicycle use.  Perhaps e-bike education could be part of the Expo
next time.  Four expos planned – one is on clubs and activities and perhaps bring in
e-bike experts.  Workshops on e-bikes have been run in Kāpiti and not many elderly
people attend.  

8. Report back from Workgroups

Age Friendly:  Jill absent.

Events:
Sonya has flyers for the Expo and asked for members to share these.  Has been
publicised other ways such as an ad in the local paper.  David thanked Sonya for her
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hard work on this.  Bev noted David Stubbs is the President of the Bridge Club where
the Expos are being held and noted that he will help set up and clear up.

Policy & Submissions:

8. Round the Table

John shared his story briefly and then put in his apology to the group for the
remainder of the year due to other commitments.

Trevor will organise for Richard to receive the newsletter from Footpaths NZ.

Jacky – Commission for financial capability survey information to be released
tomorrow at the Residential Villager’s Conference which is taking place.  Big six
looking for land to build another village.  45,000 people throughout NZ live in
residential villages with 19,000 workers.

Kathy – Covid 19 - Phase 3 vaccinations due to start tomorrow but delayed until 19
June.  Phase 3 is those aged 65 or over.  Climate change – Council is working with
Council of the Environment with an exhibition running from tomorrow till 10th June.
Claire to forward the email concerning the community centre and the services people
would like to Kathy.

Sonya – has had her first vaccination shot.  Driving courses still running.  Why don’t
electric bike riders have to sit for a licence?  This question was not able to be
answered.  The AA take people who are approaching 75 and drive with them to help
them get ready to re-sit their licence for free if you are an AA member.

Margaret – spoke briefly about Elizabeth St.  KCDC are commissioning a corridor
survey for the whole of Elizabeth St and decisions will come out of this.

Tristine – Age Connect Kāpiti project – recently had a meeting with Youth Council in
regard to the human library film date which is upcoming and invite only.  Tech help –
this is being rolled out in July – one on 10th July and one on 24th July.  First one is in
Otaki and the second in Paraparaumu at the respective libraries.  Two sessions per
day: 10am - 11.15 and then 11.45am - 1pm.  Also looking at assistance with online
shopping and setting up a tech help at Seven Oaks potentially during school holidays
with 20 per class for the tech help.  People need to register at the respective
libraries for these.

Fred – reported on the six-monthly report that had come from the Kāpiti Coast
Economic Development Kotahitanga Board.  One item was the possibility of the older
person to contribute to the panel, largely around general ideas.  Also noted there has
been a panel set up on the Climate change coastal policy and Fred will be
contributing to this.

Kevin – presented survey findings to Council last week. Council now considering
what to do with this.  This is likely to be a community advisory group being set up.

Bev – nothing further.
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Carol – wondering how many people know about town planning after the last
meeting and turns out that many didn’t know.

Karyn – wanted to make people aware of the blood moon tonight.

Next meeting date: Wednesday 30 June 1-3pm in Council Chambers.
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